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Executive Summary for the Dire Situation at Lakeside 

Pointe at Nora Apartment Complex 

 

Executive Statement: 

For too long, the Lakeside Pointe at Nora apartment complex Ownership and Property Management have allowed 

residents to live in illegal and deplorable housing conditions in violation of Indiana Code. Lakeside Pointe is a 

diverse low-income multi-family housing complex with a large number of residents who are immigrants and 

resettled refugees through the U.S. Refugee Admissions Program. Anonymous conversations with residents relay 

the fear some of the residents live in of reporting their conditions and demanding their rights as tenants. Many who 

do report issues to management will go weeks and sometimes months without resolution. Good-faith attempts to 

work with Ownership and Management to improve living conditions up to code have been minimal at best, and both 

the Ownership and Management have exhibited an unwillingness and/or incapability of rectifying the situation. Our 

community demands better. Our community calls for legal and respectable housing conditions for our neighbors at 

Lakeside Pointe.  

Please see below for an overview of the situation, and Page 3 for our specific requests for your help. 

 

Overview of the Situation: 

Lakeside Pointe at Nora (“LP Nora”) is located on the north side of Indianapolis in the Nora neighborhood, 

Washington Township, and at the intersection of N. College Avenue and 91st street. LP Nora is in the Indiana 5th 

Congressional District. LP Nora is in the Indiana General Assembly 87th House District and Senate District 30. 

A Diverse Low-Income Multi-Family Housing Complex with Deplorable Conditions 

Lakeside Pointe is a 588-unit low-income multifamily apartment complex. Many residents are immigrants 

and resettled refugees. Only approximately 440 of the units are occupied. Anonymous conversations with 

LP Nora property Management and maintenance crew members share cause to believe that some of the 

unoccupied units have been stripped of parts to be used in upholding maintenance requests for inhabited 

units, are infested with black mold, and on-the-ground observations affirm the uninhabitability of some 

units (See Exhibit A). Anonymous conversations with residents relay the fear some of the residents live in 

of reporting their conditions and demanding their rights as tenants. Those residents who do voice their 

concerns often wait extended periods of time (weeks and months) for maintenance to respond. 

Violations of Indiana Health Standards and Housing Code 

Concerning the approximately 440 occupied units, LP Nora Ownership and Management continue to 

perpetrate deplorable living conditions in violation of Indiana Code. See Exhibit B for several story cases 

of what residents at LP Nora must endure.  

• As of December 1, 2020, the Health Department relayed that there are 75 open orders, many of 

which are in court. 

• Our contact noted that fines of up to $4,000.00 were being imposed weekly by the Health 

Department on LP Nora.  

On December 19th, 2020 we surveyed 129 households (about 29% of the 440 habitable units) at LP Nora. 

The purpose of the survey was to understand how many households/units are going without essential 
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apartment features that they are legally obligated by Aloft Management and LP Nora Ownership in 

accordance with Indiana housing law (I.C. 32-31-8 Landlord Obligations). The results of our survey were 

sobering and affirmed that conditions at LP Nora have not improved and are in fact getting worse.  

• 71% of the households surveyed reported a major problem.  

• In the midst of an Indiana winter, 13% of households surveyed were without heat. Many were 

without heat for weeks. Some residents reported running their ovens full-time to keep warm.  

• Several units were without hot water for weeks and even months. Some residents reported having 

to boil water on their stove in order to bathe with warm water during the cold months. 

Notably, we made sure to ask residents whether they had reported these major issues to property 

management. The overwhelming response was yes, multiple times. Please see Exhibit C for the full report. 

Neglectful Ownership Claims to be Operating as a Charity and is Property Tax-Exempt 

In addition to the neglect being perpetrated by Property Management and Ownership, perhaps most 

alarming, is that the current Ownership of Lakeside Pointe is a “charity” and exempt from paying property 

taxes. Property Management stated that they were providing a list of services to residents in alignment with 

their mission as a charitable organization (See Exhibit D). Resident and community advocate testimony 

affirmed such services were not being provided. In summer of 2019, concerned community members and 

advocates uncovered the fact that ownership was a property tax-exempt charity making false claims of 

providing social services, and brought it to the attention of the Marion County Assessor’s Office. The 

property tax-exempt status was revoked temporarily, but re-instated in December 2019 on the grounds that 

the property Management was taking steps to uphold its charitable mission. Over one year later, property 

Management and Ownership show no signs of resolution. Thus, the property tax-exempt status should 

again be revoked.  

  

Complexity of the “Charitable” Ownership at LP Nora Holds Reasonable Cause for Suspicion 

The structure and intention of the charitable Ownership at LP Nora and that of the property Management 

company remains unclear and in question. In a July 12, 2019 letter from the lawyer representing the Owner 

of LP Nora (presumed to be Farah-Fox Lake Affordable Housing Inc. at the time), the lawyer stated:  

“JPC Charities, formerly known as Good Deeds Matter, is a non-profit corporation…JPC 

Charities is the 100% owner of the general partner in Lakeside Pointe at Nora 

Apartments…Lakeside Pointe at Nora Apartments is managed by Farah-Fox Lake Affordable 

Housing Inc. and has been granted exemption under Indiana Code Section 6-1.1-10-16.” 

The Property Card (parcel 8008828) shows the current owner as “Farh-Fox Lake Affordable Housing Inc.” 

(Note the difference in spelling). 2018 IRS tax filings show Farh-Fox Lake Affordable Housing Inc. is now 

known as “Fox-Lake AHF Inc.” Minimal information is available online and to the public about both 

charitable organizations and their missions. The President of both has been unresponsive to communication 

attempts from concerned community members. Additionally, the property-management company is Aloft 

management.  

$29.7 million bond with the City of Indianapolis 

Documents provided by the lawyer show a 2007 “Multifamily Revenue Refunding” bond issued by 

the City of Indianapolis and “Farh-Fox Lake Affordable Housing, Inc.” for “the purpose of financing 

the acquisition, rehabilitation, equipping and operating of (i) a 588-unit multifamily housing project known 

as the Lake Nora Apartments (now known as Lakeside Pointe at Nora Apartments) located at 9000 North 

College Avenue, Indianapolis, Indiana (the “Lake Nora Project”) located within the County of Marion, 

Indiana (the “County”) and….” 
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Request for Your Support: 

In response to the scenario at the Lakeside Pointe at Nora Apartments, we are seeking your help. 

440 households, upwards of 2,000 Hoosiers, are living in conditions that encroach on their human dignity and right 

to a “good and safe” place to live. Our neighbors deserve better, and these conditions cannot be allowed to persist. 

Furthermore, we cannot risk the displacement of 2,000 neighbors from the north side of Indianapolis. Our 

primary goal is to build a dignified and affordable living environment for current and future residents of the 

Lakeside Pointe at Nora apartment complex that provides them a “good and safe place” to live in in the Nora 

neighborhood. Therefore, we believe the following action steps to be appropriate in remedying the situation and 

providing fellow Hoosiers with a dignified home to live in on the northside of Indianapolis. 

1. Marion County Assessor’s Office to re-remove the tax-exempt property status of the current 

Ownership at Lakeside Pointe at Nora. The Ownership has shown lack of cooperation in addressing 

major and minor maintenance issues and falsely claims to be providing charitable services. 

2. Consider revoking the Indiana real-estate license from the current Management company. The 

current Property Manager, Aloft, has shown lack of capacity to address major and minor maintenance 

issues and to provide a safe and reliable environment for residents to live in and address concerns. 

3. Create a dignified living environment for current and future residents at the Lakeside Pointe at 

Nora Apartments. We do not want to displace 440 low-income households from Indianapolis’ 

north side. We seek a win-win situation for Ownership, Management, Tenants and the Community. 

We have conversed with reputable affordable housing development groups and other stakeholders to 

deepen our understanding of possible solutions to the current living conditions. We intend to pursue an 

affordable housing solution that does not displace our Nora neighbors, and allows them to live in a 

dignified environment. Despite our efforts to reach out to the current Ownership for discussion on 

options that will serve beneficial to all, the Owner has not responded and has proven unwilling to 

discuss any such solutions at the current time.   

4. Conduct an investigation into the legitimacy of the Lakeside Pointe at Nora Owner as a charity. 

We seek clarity on the current Ownership of LP Nora and their intention as a “charity” organization. 

The actions of the Owner and Management provide no indication of good-will attempt to pursue a 

charitable mission of quality affordable housing for our Nora community.  

5. Conduct an investigation into the bond granted by the City of Indianapolis. One of the Ownership 

entities, Farh-Fox Lake Affordable Housing, Inc. participated in a $29,700,000 bond with the City of 

Indianapolis in November 2007 for “the purpose of financing the acquisition, rehabilitation, equipping 

and operating of (i) a 588-unit multifamily housing project known as the Lake Nora Apartments (now 

known as Lakeside Pointe at Nora Apartments) located at 9000 North College Avenue, Indianapolis, 

Indiana (the “Lake Nora Project”) located within the County of Marion, Indiana (the “County”) 

and….” Current conditions give reason to question whether the funds from the bond were 

appropriately used. 
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Exhibit A

 

The picture above is from one of the apartment units at Lakeside Pointe at Nora. The back sliding door 

was ajar and revealed the following interior. Plants are growing through the carpet, and the walls and 

carpet are visibly infested with mold. 
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Exhibit B 

The picture below reveals a hole above a bathtub in a woman’s apartment. Sewage was leaking into the 

tub from the apartment above. The woman was living in the unit with her elderly father and her one-year-

old baby. Maintenance ignored their requests for help until we intervened. 

 

 
 

The picture below depicts rancid water that was black and foul-smelling because it had been gathering in 

the dishwasher for several weeks. The foul smell circulated around the apartment. The family was unable 

to use their kitchen sink without it leaking into the dishwasher (as shown) and all over the floor. They had 

no way of draining the water and maintenance did not show up despite numerous attempts to call on 

them. The family consisted of several younger children and a new-born infant.  
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Major leaking/flooding is frequent in some buildings. On multiple occasions, the maintenance 

emergency number did not work and so tenants had to go several days with soaking carpets and 

foul aromas. 

 

  
Black mold has taken over the bathroom wall in the picture above. Management did not respond 

until a community advocate said they would call the Health Department. The resolution was to 

paint over the mold so that the Health Department could not see it. 
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The ceiling of a family’s unit caved in due to rot. Maintenance remained unresponsive until a 

community advocate stepped in. 
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Exhibit C 

 
“Essential Apartment Features” Report for Lakeside Pointe at Nora 
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“Essential Apartment Features” Report for Lakeside Pointe at Nora 

We were able to connect with 129 households at the Lakeside Pointe at Nora Apartments (LP Nora) on 

Saturday, December 19th, 2020. LP Nora, as we know, is a diverse apartment complex and we had a 

variety of households show up from the following “language preferences.” The chart below details the 

percentage of each language group present out of the 129 surveyed households. 

 

 

We analyzed the survey and found the following results for percentage of units with “major” existing 

maintenance problems. Note that 13% of households (17 units) were without heat at the time of the 

survey and had reported this to Aloft management without resolution. On most occasions, the tenants 

had reported the issue multiple times to Aloft management and were waiting weeks with no resolution.  

 

Below are the reports for each category. Note, these questions and the subsequent reports were 

designed to capture how many households/units were going without essential apartment features that 

they are legally obligated by Aloft Management and Lakeside Pointe at Nora Ownership in accordance 

with Indiana housing law.  

Per I.C. 32-31-8 – Landlord Obligations, “Landlords must provide and maintain the following in good and safe working 

condition, if provided on the premises when the rental agreement is entered into:  

1. Electrical systems 

2. Plumbing systems (sufficient to accommodate a reasonable supply of hot and cold running water at all times);  

3. Sanitary systems;  

4. Heating, ventilating, and air conditioning systems (heating system must be sufficient to adequately supply heat 

at all times);  

5. Elevators, if provided;  

6. Appliances supplied as an inducement to the agreement.  

Language of Preference in Household Surveyed

English-Speaking Households 43%

Spanish-speaking households 33%

Karenni-Speaking Households 14%

Karen-Speaking Households 9%

Swahili-Speaking Households 2%

Kinyarwanda-Speaking Households 1%

"Belgian" (probably French) Speaking Households 1%

Percentage of Units Surveyed with Major Problems (92 out of 129) 71%

No Heat 13%

No Hot Water and/or Cold Water 5%

Exterior Locks on Doors/Windows Not Working 18%

Windows that Do Not Open (Fire Hazard) 4%
Major Leaks (i.e. dripping water from the ceiling, leaking tubs and faucets 

that won't stop, and holes in the ceiling/leaking roof) 14%

Defective/Leaking Toilets 8%

Appliances (i.e. defective stove, oven, and/or refidgerator) 12%

Unusable showers/tubs/kitchen sinks/bathroom sinks 8%
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No Heat Report  

17 Units reported no heat. This is unacceptable, ESPECIALLY given it is winter 
and we are experiencing below freezing temperatures. 
18 Units reported inconsistent and unreliable heat (i.e. stops working 
sometimes, doesn't heat every room, barely heats, have to blast it in order to 
work somewhat) 

 

 

 

 

Hot and Cold Water Report  
6 households reported currently having no hot water.   
 
One reported having only scalding hot water. 
 
6 reported inconsistency with access to hot water or not having water at all 
sometimes. 
 
One reported the hot water does not turn off.  

 

Exterior Locks Report  

37 units reported windows and/or exterior doors that do not lock, open/close, 
and/or leak. Specifically, some of the issues reported were: 
-23 units with doors and/or windows that DO NOT lock 
- 5 units reported windows that do not open (a fire and safety hazard) and/or 
some reported windows that will not close and therefore not lock which is also 
a concern for keeping the apartment warm in the winter. 
- One unit even reported a hole in the door after there was a break-in into 
their apartment. 
- Several units reported leaking from the windows. 
-8 units reported doors and windows that did not lock and/or open/close well. 

 

Functioning Sinks and Tub Report  

There are 21 units with reported issues regarding properly working sinks and 
bathtubs.  
10 of the 21 issues are identified as priority items  (i.e. kitchen sinks not 
draining and therefore unusable, bathroom sinks not working, and showers 
that cannot be used because they do not work. One unit cannot use their tub 
because the tub was painted over and when water sits in it, the paint seeps 
up/comes off). 
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Sanitation (Toilet) Report  

16 units reported improperly working toilets or toilets that do not work.  
10 are identified as priority fixes because they do not work, or water is leaking 
from the bottom of it. 6 units work inconsistently or are missing parts such as a 
toilet lid and a toilet seat. 

 

Appliances Report  

7 units reported refrigerators that do not work. 
9 units reported stove tops and ovens that do not work properly or do not 
work at all. 

 

 

 

Leaks Report  

There are 48 active leaks reported.  
18 are identified as priority issues (dripping water from the ceiling, leaking 
tubs and faucets that won't stop, and holes in the ceiling/leaking roof).  
Others require further looking into and should still be resolved promptly.  
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Exhibit D – List of Charitable Benefits and Services that management claimed to provide to residents. 

 


